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“
- Mary Clevidence Senior Client Project Manager

TCS John Huxley faced three main challenges:

Manual Processes

Missing Data

Failed Implementation

TCS John Huxley is the world’s leading manufacturer and supplier of end-to-end live gaming solutions and services. With 
an emphasis on leading edge technology, TCS John Huxley’s product portfolio underpins its commitment to business 
partnerships, innovation, and growth. 

Using Excel, emails, and scanned documents de�nitely was not a scalable option. There was a lot of data that 
wasn’t being tracked. We knew we needed a CRM and wanted to go with Salesforce; however, a bad experience 
with a different implementation partner almost blew the deal for us. If we were going to use Salesforce, we knew 
we wanted an implementation partner who was different - in a good way.

Before implementing Salesforce, employees would have to manually input data into Microsoft 
Excel, send reports via email, or scan documents and place them inside a shared drive. The 
process of manually inputting this amount of data proved to be inef�cient and inaccurate.

The team at TCS John Huxley was not able to track support cases or tickets, except when one 
was escalated to the parts or development teams.

Before Simplus, TCS John Huxley had a bad experience with a different partner. This caused 
them to be unsure about hiring another partner.
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The Solution

Account Import

Custom Fields & Objects

Price Books & Products

Consulting

The Results

“

Simplus brought together all the previous data into Salesforce

Simplus helped ensure that TCS John Huxley was maximizing Salesforce by ensuring accounts, 
contacts, opportunities, cases, assets, forecasts, and contracts were all being fully utilized.

Price Books and Products were created and implemented so future opportunities could be made 
quickly and sales reports could be generated easily.

Working with the Simplus team has been fantastic. I’ve worked with a lot of consultants in the past who do the work 
and leave without showing me what was done or how to do it. With Simplus, we walk through issues together, 
making sure I know how to handle this again in the future. Simplus saved Saleforce’s deal.

Simplus created many different customized �elds for multiple objects to track data speci�c to 
TCS John Huxley’s work �ows and processes.

In order to ensure customer satisfaction, Simplus took the time to really understand TCS John Huxley’s goals and 
concerns. Budget was one such point, which is why TCS John Huxley originally decided to use Salesforce 
Professional edition. Whereas most implementation and consulting �rms just recommended upgrading to 
Enterprise, the holistic approach used by the Simplus team allowed for a solution that worked within the 
allocated budget.

As a result of the work Simplus provided, Salesforce is now implemented and adopted across all of TCS John Huxley’s 
major departments. The company is able to track all cases and tickets, which allows for a higher level of customer service 
and satisfaction. Dashboards and reports are now being utilized across the entire organization, giving key team members 
real-time access to their performance.

- Mary Clevidence Senior Client Project Manager


